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The “LiC Detector Toy” (LDT) is a fast single-track simulation and reconstruction tool, aiming
at the optimization of tracking detector design, i.e. geometric layout and amount of material. Its
implementation is based on the MATLAB system, with a user-friendly graphic user interface. The
simulation can handle cylindrical and planar detector layers, where the detector setup is defined in
human-readable text files. Simulated helix tracks are reconstructed with a Kalman filter including
statistical tests. A key feature is an intuitive possibility to repeat simulation runs, yielding curves
of the detector performance as function of the polar angle, the momentum, and different detector
setups. An interface exists for passing the reconstructed tracks to a vertex reconstruction toolkit.
LDT has successfully been validated against two well-tested full simulation programs based on
GEANT4. The tool has contributed to the optimization of detectors at the International Linear
Collider (ILC) and at the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC).
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1. Introduction

The “LiC Detector Toy” (LDT)1 – a simple but powerful and flexible software tool for de-
tector design, modification and upgrade studies – aims at investigating the resolution of recon-
structed charged tracks for the purpose of comparing and optimizing the track-sensitive devices
and amounts of material of various detector layouts. This is achieved by a simplified simulation
of the investigated setup, followed by full single track reconstruction. At present it supports sil-
icon strip detectors (single or double sided, with any stereo angle α), pixel detectors and a time
projection chamber.

Figure 1: Main window

The algorithms used in the
tool are well established and field-
proven. The software is based
on MATLAB R© [1], a commer-
cial high-level matrix algebra lan-
guage; usage is supported by a
graphic user interface (GUI, see
figure 1). Zoomable 2D and 3D
displays of the setup (see figures 2
and 3) and flexible data presen-
tation of the results are easily at
hand. The core program has recently been refactored to run also in command line mode with-
out GUI under OCTAVE [2], an open-source product which is source-code compatible.

The tool is deliberately kept simple and can be adapted to individual needs with little effort. Its
main purpose, however, is to supply a tool for non-experts without algorithmic knowledge. Once
the detector description (“input sheet”) has been set up, individual detector layers can be added,
moved, modified or removed easily, and the result of these changes can be evaluated quickly. For
more information see the “LiC Detector Toy User’s Guide” [3]. A thorough discussion on detector
performance optimization can be found in [4].

2. Detector model

The detector model assumes a collider experiment with a solenoid magnet; it is rotationally
symmetric w.r.t. the beam axis (denoted z), but not necessarily mirror symmetric w.r.t. z = 0. De-
tector surfaces are either finite cylinders (“barrel region”), or rings of planar disks (“forward/rear
region”). The magnetic field ~B = (0,0,Bz) is homogeneous and parallel to the z-axis, thus im-
plying a helix track model (radius rH). All material causing multiple scattering is assumed to be
concentrated within thin layers; azimuthal variations must be averaged over the surface.

Note that small deviations from the surface geometry and/or from the magnetic field homo-
geneity (e.g. fringe field or detector-integrated dipole) influence the absolute results. However,
these deviations do not present a restriction for detector optimization, since the purpose of this pro-
gram is to evaluate the differential change of the detector performance when introducing a change
in the detector setup.

1LiC stands for “Linear Collider”.
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Figure 2: Detector setup in 2D Figure 3: Detector setup in 3D

2.1 The input sheet

Two text files called “input sheets” – one for the barrel and one for the forward (including rear)
regions – contain all information in human readable format that the program needs for building the
detector model: the geometry and amount of material of the detector layers; the accuracy, type
of the error distribution and efficiency of the sensor elements; and the geometry and amount of
material of passive scattering layers (e.g. the beam tube and support structures).

The following example snippet defines two asymmetric passive layers (support frames), two
detector layers (double-sided microstrips), and another passive layer (inner wall of a TPC). Among
others, these layers can be seen in the zoomed display in figure 4.

22 Silicon Inner Tracker (SIT)
23
24 Number of layers: 5
25 Description (optional): |support rings|-inner tracker-|TPC inner wall|
26 Names of the layers (opt.): XSR1, XSR2, SIT1, SIT2, XTPCW
27 Radii [mm]: 90, 90, 160, 290, 340
28 Upper limit in z [mm]: 110, -90, 300, 550, 2160
29 Lower limit in z [mm]: 90, -110, -300, -550, -2160
30 Efficiency RPhi: 0, 0, 0.95, 0.95, 0
31 Efficiency 2nd layer (eg. z):-1, -1, 0.95, 0.95, -1
32 Stereo angle alpha [Rad]: 10*pi/180
33 Thickness [rad. lengths]: 0.07, 0.07, 0.0175, 0.0175, 0.14
34 error distribution: 1
35 0 normal-sigma(RPhi) [1e-6m]:
36 sigma(z) [1e-6m]:
37 1 uniform-d(RPhi) [1e-6m]: 50
38 d(z) [1e-6m]: 50

Figure 4: Detector display (zoomed). Passive layers are black, active layers are colored. The definition of
the light blue sensor layers can be found in the code snippet.
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3. Simulation

The simulation generates charged tracks with user-defined start parameters (vertex position,
momentum p or its transverse component pt, and polar angle ϑ ), performs helix propagation with
breakpoints due to multiple scattering according to Rossi-Greisen-Highland [5], and simulates de-
tector measurements including correlated or stochastic inefficiencies, and uniform or Gaussian
observation errors, but no other degradation of data.2

Simulation parameters: The start parameters (momentum and direction) can be chosen ran-
domly between user-defined minimum and maximum values. These start parameters do not obey
any physics, the tracks of one event do not have any relations among each other, except that they
start at the same vertex. If the minimum and maximum values of a range coincide, the correspond-
ing starting value is fixed. In the window “Edit simulation parameters” (figure 5) the following
parameters can be set:

Figure 5: ’Edit simulation parameters’

• Mass of the particles in [GeV/c2]. If zero mass is en-
tered, all particles are treated relativistically in terms
of multiple scattering (β p ≈ p);

• Number of events and tracks. In the present version
each event contains the same number of tracks;

• Transverse or absolute momentum in [GeV/c];

• Polar direction angle ϑ in [o]. Values from 0 to 180
are accepted. ϑ is chosen randomly from a uniform
distribution of cos(ϑ) between the limits cos(ϑmin)

and cos(ϑmax). Attention: ϑ should not be mixed up
with the dip angle λ = 90o−ϑ ;

• Azimuthal direction ϕ in [o]. At present the whole
detector is assumed to be rotationally symmetric, so
changing this parameter won’t affect the results. In
a future version of LDT detector layers can be seg-
mented and do not have to be rotational symmetric
anymore.

Alternatively, one can define the start parameters in a separate text file. Use of this feature
allows to process groups of tracks that were generated by an external event generator.

4. Reconstruction

Reconstruction is done separately for each track from all its simulated measurements without
pattern recognition,3 by fitting the five parameters and 5×5 covariance matrix at a pre-defined real

2Energy loss due to bremsstrahlung of e± may be included in a future release.
3The correct hit associations are kept and passed from the simulation stage.
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or virtual reference cylinder of radius RC, e.g. the inner surface of the beam tube.
Standard parameters are [Φ,z,ϑ ,β = ϕ −Φ,κ = ±1/rH] at RC, with Φ and ϕ denoting the

azimuth angles of position and direction, respectively. The method used is an inwards-running
Kalman filter [6, 7], with linear expansion from a “reference track” being defined by the simulation;
process noise is calculated from the amount of material as seen by that track. Sensitive tests of
goodness of the fits (χ2 distributions and pull quantities) are calculated.

The resolutions of the track parameters are drawn from the distribution of many reconstructed
tracks. Moreover, the point of closest approach in the R−Φ plane (projected impact parameter)
and in space (3D impact parameter) are calculated, together with the corresponding resolutions.
From the resolution of the curvature κ the momentum resolutions σ

(
∆pt
pt

)
, σ

(
∆pt
p2

t

)
and σ

(
∆p
p

)
are calculated.

5. Simulation modes

The examples given below are inspired by the International Large Detector (ILD) [8], or from
its predecessor Large Detector Concept (LDC), at the International Linear Collider (ILC) [9].

5.1 Automatic loops

The program is able to carry out several simulation runs in sequence. In each of these runs, it
will use different pairs of start parameters. The result is the detector performance as a function of
e.g. the momentum or the polar angle.

Instead of defining one range you simply put in multiple ranges for the desired start parameter.
And it is this start parameter which is the variable that changes with every simulation run. Figures 6
and 7 show an example for multiple momentum ranges.

Figure 6: Curve with ranges of pt

Figure 7: Example: rms
(

∆pt
p2

t

)
as function of pt

5.1.1 Multiple loops

You can compute multiple curves at once, for example as function of pt with different values of
ϑ . To do this, just put in multiple pairs of minimum and maximum values of ϑ as start parameters
(see figure 8). Having carried out the simulation for the first range of ϑ and all ranges of pt, the
program continues the calculation with the next ϑ range and the first pt range. Now, in the output
plots, more curves will appear, displaying the results for the different ϑ ranges (see figure 9). You
can easily do the same for multiple curves as function of ϑ .
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Figure 8: Input of curves with different ϑ ranges

Figure 9: Curves with different ϑ ranges

5.1.2 Looping over detector setups

In literature, one often finds plots showing e.g. the relative momentum resolution σ

(
∆pt
p2

t

)
as

function of the transverse momentum pt for different detector setups.

Figure 10: Example for geometry lists

Such plots allow for resolving the effect of changing
e.g. some geometric parameters for a wide range of
momenta. LDT is able to produce such plots in a very
easy way, similar to what was explained in the previ-
ous section. In the main window’s section “Detector
geometry” one can define a so called “geometry list”
of barrel and forward input sheets which are processed
in sequence (see figure 10). To establish such a list,
one has to use the selections “Add barrel (forward) ge-
ometry to list” and “Remove barrel (forward) geometry
from list” in the corresponding pull down menus.

Using the shown example geometry lists, evalua-
tion at different pt would result in three curves, one for
each detector setup. A sample input of start parameters is shown in figure 11, the result of the
simulation can be seen in figure 12.

Figure 11: Sample start parameters (5 different mo-
menta per detector setup)

Figure 12: Results of a simulation run with different
input sheets, as function of pt
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5.2 Fine-grained simulation mode

So far, the track parameter resolutions are determined by simulating and reconstructing many
tracks, and subsequently calculating r.m.s. values from their distributions. The same values can in
principle be extracted from the covariance matrix elements of only one reconstructed track. Thus,
instead of simulating several tracks to get the track parameter resolutions at a certain momentum
and angle, LDT in this mode simulates and reconstructs only one track. This makes it possible to
compute curves consisting of a large number of points of the parameter space.

The fine-grained simulation mode can be used e.g. to perform a fine angular scan of a detector
setup; this is of particular interest for identifying regions of reduced detector coverage. Figure 13
shows an example for this case. This simulation mode can also be used to calculate curves as
function of the momentum, as shown in figure 14.

Figure 13: Fine angular scan: You can see de-
tector layers start and stop contributing to the
resolution

Figure 14: Fine pt scan and comparison of dif-
ferent setups

6. Validation against full simulation studies

In order to gain confidence in the results given by a simulation tool, one has to perform cross-
checks with already existing and tested ones. Despite known differences, e.g. by considered phys-
ical effects and the realism of the detector model, all simulation tools should give – within their
approximations – the same results.

6.1 Validation against JUPITER / URANUS

In [10] a full simulation study shows the performance of barrel tracking in the Gaseous Large
Detector (GLD) concept [11] at the ILC, containing a vertex detector, an inner silicon tracker, and
a time projection chamber (TPC). The study was performed by the tool JUPITER4 [12], which is
a GEANT4 and ROOT [13] based full detector simulation. Reconstruction and data analysis used
the tools URANUS / Satellites [12].

4Acronyms: JUPITER: “JLC Unified Particle Interaction and Tracking Emulator”; URANUS: “Unified Recon-
struction and Analysis Utility Set”; GEANT: “Geometry and Tracking”; ROOT: “Root is an object oriented toolkit”.
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Comparison of that study (figure 15(a), on the left) with a corresponding one by LDT (fig-
ure 15(b), on the right) shows excellent agreement.

(a) σ(∆pt/p2
t ) vs. pt (Jupiter). (b) σ(∆pt/p2

t ) vs. pt (LDT).

Figure 15: Validation of LDT (right plot) against Jupiter/Uranus (left plot). Different colors are different
detector setups

6.2 Validation against MOKKA / MARLIN

The ILD concept [8] at the ILC resulted from the merger of a similar earlier concept (LDC)
with GLD. LDC and ILD have GEANT4 based MOKKA5 [14] as their full detector simulation,
and MARLIN [14] as their reconstruction and analysis framework; LCIO [14] (not ROOT) serves
as the event data model and persistency storage.
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Figure 16: Validation of LDT (blue) against Mokka/Marlin (green). Left plot shows momentum resolution,
right plot shows polar angle resolution.

In [15] a full simulation study presents the performance of barrel tracking in ILD (vertex
detector, inner and outer barrel silicon tracker, and TPC). Figure 16 shows direct comparisons of
that study (green) with a corresponding one by LDT (blue): the normalized relative momentum
resolutions σ(∆pt/p2

t ) (left), and the polar angle resolutions σ(∆ϑ) (right) as functions of the
absolute momentum p. The comparisons show good agreement.

5Acronyms: MOKKA: “Modellierung mit Objekten eines kompakten Kalorimeters”; MARLIN: “Modular Analysis
and Reconstruction for the Linear collider”; LCIO: “Linear Collider Input/Output”.
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7. Subsequent vertex fit

LDT features optional text output of the fitted track parameters in CSV (comma-separated
variables) format, which can be used as a simple interface to vertex reconstruction toolkits. This
has been tested with the RAVE6 toolkit and its auxiliary standalone framework VERTIGO [16].
LDT’s CSV output is used to provide input data for the RAVE vertex fitter, which successfully
reconstructs the simulated vertices using tracks simulated and reconstructed by LDT (see figure 17).
This emphasises the reliability of both tools.

Figure 17: A vertex reconstructed by RAVE, using tracks from LDT

8. Summary

The LiC Detector Toy (LDT) is a fast simulation program for quick comparison and optimiza-
tion of the track-sensitive devices and amounts of material of various detector layouts. Its main
advantages are a simple detector description and the possibility to loop simulation runs and plot the
detector performance as function of the momentum or the polar angle for different detector setups
in one go. It is worth mentioning that LDT was used to validate analytic formulae for tracking
performance, which have recently been generalized for more realistic detector layouts [17].

Further information on work done with LDT is given in [18]–[21]. Optimization studies also
contributed to the ILD Letter of Intent [8], and to the CLIC Conceptual Design Report [22].
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